Chapter Two: The Influence of Slave Healers

Slave healers were an integral part of the antebellum plantations. They were in demand for the same reasons as were other nineteenth-century healers: the frequent appearance of sickness and disease. The relatively poor health conditions that existed in the nineteenth-century south exacerbated this need for health care. Diseases such as malaria, typhoid, pneumonia, hookworm and dysentery affected both African Americans and whites. In 1850 the top two leading causes of death of both slaves and whites in Virginia were respiratory infection and tuberculosis. In fact, the South has historically been considered the most unhealthy area in the country due to its climate. Crowded living conditions, a relatively poor diet and physical abuse by owners meant that slaves were particularly at risk. As might be expected, slaves turned to slave healers for physical as well as emotional comfort.

Whites relied on slave healers too, however, for their often effective remedies and for the knowledge that, through them, was transferred to the white community. The extent to which slave healers influenced the white community, medical and otherwise, is difficult to ascertain. Clearly, there were ample opportunities for the interaction necessary for such knowledge transfer to take place. Slaves and whites alike were in contact with slave healers throughout their lives. Although whites often trusted African Americans to treat them in times of sickness, the unequal nature of the relationship of the enslaved healers to their owners and other free patients was complex and fostered tension as well.

The relationship between slave healers and whites, particularly physicians, was marked by ambivalence. Although relied on by whites, slave healers were also not trusted in the same way as were white doctors. If a patient of a regular physician died, the doctor was usually given credit for doing his best to save the patient and was almost never accused of any wrongdoing. A slave healer, however, was often suspected of murdering his or her patients through the use of poison. Therefore, the legislative branches of several state governments attempted to regulate the practice of medicine by slaves and free blacks through a series of laws. These laws illustrate the ambivalence felt by whites by acknowledging and weighing both the perceived benefits and risk associated with slave healers.

In Virginia, in October of 1748, a law was passed which forbade blacks from preparing, exhibiting and administering medicine.

---


Whereas many negroes, under the pretence of practising physic, have prepared and exhibited poisonous medicines, by which many persons have been murdered, and others have languished under long and tedious indispositions, and it will be difficult to detect such pernicious and dangerous practices, if they should be permitted to exhibit any sort of medicine. Be it therefore enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That if any negro, or other slave, shall prepare, exhibit, or administer any medicine whatsoever, he, or she do offending, shall be adjudged guilty of felony, and suffer death without the benefit of clergy.  

Various modifications to this law indicate the extent to which African Americans were firmly established in the southern medical care system. They also show that whites desired the further involvement of blacks, as long as it was closely monitored. In 1792 the law was amended to allow slaves who administered medicine, as long as they did so with good intentions, to be acquitted if the drugs they prescribed were not harmful to the patient. In 1843 another exception was made that allowed a slave to sell, prepare or administer medicine “under the direction of his master.” The punishment was reduced to stripes rather than death.

The law also addressed slave knowledge specifically. It stated that “If any free Negro shall cause to be administered any drug or substance causing abortion, he shall be confined five to ten years; if a slave, he shall receive thirty-nine lashes, and for a second offense suffer death without benefit of clergy.” It is interesting that the punishment for a first offense committed by a free black was harsher than for a first offense committed by a slave. It is likely that this was to ensure a greater degree of control over free blacks. In not locking up slaves for their first offense, the court avoided taking away the slaveowner’s valuable property and, no doubt, expected that the owner would prevent the slave from either practicing medicine or from being caught a second time. The law was reinforced again in 1848: “Slaves or free Negroes ... selling or preparing medicines, ... shall be punished by stripes, not exceeding thirty-nine.” In 1856 a law forbade “any druggist to sell to any free Negro, or to any slave any poisonous drug without the written permission of the owner or master.” Between 1748 and 1884, a total of 153 slaves were tried for using medicine illegally. By not sentencing a slave to death, the court accomplished several aims. It punished the slave, yet allowed the slaveowner to continue to utilize the slave’s services. It also
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theoretically deterred the slave from practicing medicine independent of the master’s explicit instructions.

If slaves had not typically prepared and administered medicine, the fear of poisoning would not have been an issue and legislation would not have been considered necessary. Although some slaves were also accused of poisoning under the guise of preparing or serving food, that is a separate matter. These laws confirmed the role of African Americans as healers in antebellum society. Such recognition can be seen more plainly in later years as the law was modified to allow some African Americans to continue to practice medicine under special circumstances.

Slaveholders found the knowledge and abilities of slave healers to be too valuable to eliminate them entirely from the plantation community. Sharla Fett cogently argues that lawmakers “attempted the impossible -- that is, to regulate and control the myriad daily interactions between black healers and those who sought their assistance.” I would argue that not only was it impossible, but that the majority of slaveholders did not want a ban on slave healers because they valued the medical knowledge and skills, not to mention labor, of slaves too much. Medical knowledge in the hands of African Americans continued to be accepted, as long as it was controlled.

Although tempting, it is more voyeuristic than relevant or perhaps even possible, to attempt to evaluate the guilt of those accused of poisoning under the guise of healing. There were probably cases where slaves were guilty of the charge of poisoning and others where they were innocent. The issue of guilt is highly problematic because slaves did not receive what we would consider fair trials. Proving a case of poisoning was difficult. In the early nineteenth-century there were five approved methods to test for the existence of poison. They were based on the victim’s symptoms, post-mortem appearance, from a chemical analysis of the substance, from a test of the substance on animals or on moral evidence. This moral evidence consisted of such “proof” as the accused exhibiting suspicious behavior. The purchase by the accused of poison for no apparent reason, for example, was sufficient cause for suspicion.

Accounts of many of the poisoning trials that did occur are preserved in the historical record. In January 1806, in Pittsylvania County, two slaves named Tom and Amy were charged with and tried for preparing and exhibiting medicine. It was believed that they had used poison to kill the two young children of Amy’s owner. A slave named Pompey, while feigning sleep, witnessed a conversation between Tom and Amy during which, Pompey testified, Amy said she had killed two children with the “truck” given her by Tom. In spite of the testimony of a local doctor, James
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Pattow, that the children had died “with the croup and not of poison,” both were originally found guilty and sentenced to be hanged. Due to the doctor’s testimony, the court remanded Amy “to the mercy of the executive.” After the alleged conversation, Pompey confronted Tom and expressed interest in learning “Tom’s art of conjuring or poisoning.” In exchange for a “bottle of spirits,” Tom brought a substance to Pompey who “gave notice to a whiteman, who took Tom and his medicine into custody.” Dr. Pattow examined the substance procured by Pompey from Tom and expressed his opinion that “as he could ascertain he did not think was in any wise poisonous.”

Tom may have already had a reputation as a conjurer, which may explain why, in spite of the absence of proof that actual poison was involved, the court did not recommend that he receive mercy. What is most meaningful about cases such as this one are the perceptions of whites that African Americans with the ability to heal also possessed the potential and possibly the will to harm as well.

Specialized Knowledge of Slave Healers

Slave healers can be distinguished from other slaves who knew the basics about how to go to the woods, collect materials and prepare herbal medicines. The slave healers possessed specialized knowledge that the average slave did not. This knowledge could be obtained in several ways. Some people were believed to have been born with it, others learned it through experience or from older slaves. Former slave Vinnie Brunson remembered, “we had de remedies dat wuz handed down to us from de folks way back befo’ we wuz born.” However obtained, this specific knowledge was vital to effect a cure. One WPA interviewer summarized a conversation in which a former slave known as “Ma” Stevens explained that in order to turn back a conjure, or trick, on the person who designed it, it was necessary to make a “Hell Fire Gun.” Supplies needed to make this gun were “old newspapers, some fire, a tub of old rags, gun powder, sulphur, and an old turpentine bottle.” She went on to say that “of course most people would be ignorant of how to concoct such a gun and would have to consult a root doctor who had knowledge of such things.” Neither a regular physician nor an average slave would have possessed this type of knowledge.
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Types of Healers

Plantations were home to several different kinds of slave healers and the boundary between these healers was not very sharp. Virtually all of them functioned as herb doctors at some level since they tended to employ herbs in their work. The most recognizable slave healers on antebellum plantations were the black nurses, appointed by the slaveholder to staff plantation hospitals, the root or herb doctors, and the conjurers.14 Midwives were also typically found on every large plantation and in addition to handling obstetrical cases, they were often skilled in other areas. The type of slave healer that was needed for a given patient depended on the kind of illness suffered. A naturally occurring illness was likely to be handled by any of the slave healers, by a slave with a more general knowledge of herbs and roots, or even a white doctor, if the slave had no other choice. An illness that did not respond to natural medicines must have been caused by a person employing hoodoo, or conjure. Such illnesses could only be cured by a conjurer. The conjurer had at his disposal not only supernatural means of healing but also a knowledge of root cures.15

The Conjurer

The term “conjurer” is not easily defined. The words “conjure” and “conjurer” invoke different images to different people. To most nineteenth-century white southerners and some blacks, these images were predominantly negative. “Conjuring” was considered either pure superstition, believed in only by the ignorant; or, as a form of evil, related to sorcery, witchcraft or the occult. To slaves and white believers, however, conjure was more complicated. Implicit in an African-American definition are all of the elements of conjuration, the magical and supernatural, conflated with the medicinal and natural.16 Healing aspects cannot be separated from the harming aspects.17 In addition to being an alternative method of medical care, conjure also acted as a form of internal social control, or as a way to settle disputes among slaves.18 A slave who felt that he or

14 Although the terms root doctor and conjurer were and are sometimes used synonymously, in this study root doctor is used to refer to a strict herbalist. The work of conjurers was also referred to as hoodoo. It was also sometimes called voodoo, although voodoo usually refers to an organized cult in New Orleans, associated with slaves or free blacks from the French West Indies. Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The “Invisible Institution” in the Antebellum South (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 75-80.
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she had been wronged by another slave could enlist the aid of a conjurer to make the perpetrator suffer. By the same token, a slave might think twice about getting on another slave’s bad side for fear of retaliation.

The conjurer was probably the most renowned and controversial slave healer. Present on most large plantations, a conjurer could be either a man or a woman. Conjurers were hired to work tricks against other slaves, to cure those who had been “tricked” by another conjurer, and sometimes to influence the behavior of whites as well, although many believed that whites could not be affected. Slaves frequently asked conjurers to prevent them from being punished, or to help them escape from slavery. Upon procuring the services of a conjurer, a client could anticipate a series of actions on the part of the conjurer. The client expected the conjurer to tell whether he or she had in fact been conjured or if the illness or affliction was due to natural causes. The victim anticipated that the conjurer would discover who had ordered the trick, to find it and destroy it. Then he must cure the client and as an optional feature, he could turn the trick back on the person who had sent it. The conjure doctor could only be effective, though, if he was called in time. If too much time elapsed then the trick might have the upper hand; not all cases were curable.

An archaeological excavation at the Levi Jordan plantation in Brazoria County, Texas, in the late 1980s offered a rare opportunity to examine the materials used by conjurers in their work. During an excavation of a slave quarter, an odd assortment of objects was found under the floor, 19
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a typical hiding place for slaves’ possessions. Archaeologists conjectured that the items were still there because the occupants evacuated the quarters quickly. Among the objects found were “seashells, breads, doll parts, chalk, bird skulls, bottles, and bases of cast iron cooking pots.” 23 When considered singly, these individual items are not particularly significant. Taken in context, however, these objects are “virtually identical to those used by modern-day Yoruba diviners for healing and other rituals” and thus believed to represent a “West African-style conjurer’s kit.” 24 Archaeologists found other items, such as a thermometer and patent medicine bottles that suggest cultural adaptation based on non-African ideas attained through interaction with others. 25

In addition to the kit found at the plantation, a similar collection of artifacts was found in an “urban white home,” also in Texas. Anthropologist Patricia Samford theorizes that this could suggest that slaves managed to perform conjuring rituals in towns where they frequently had less privacy than on plantations. 26 It could also indicate that the white occupants of the house condoned the conjuring activities or even that they practiced conjurational techniques as well, using the same materials that African-American conjurers commonly used. This example hints at widespread interaction and transfer of knowledge between whites. The power of conjure, for whatever reason, worked in many cases. Some people got sick and some got better and slaves often gave conjurers the credit (or blame).

Gender and Healing

Doctors often credited slave women with the knowledge to provide health care, particularly for women. This included the ability to prevent pregnancy and cause an abortion. 27 According to a nineteenth-century medical botany guide, “Cotton root was introduced to professional notice as a specific uterine tonic after having long been used among the negroes of the Southern states as an abortifacient.” 28 A former slave in Texas supported this claim when she said that “then, our negro women they like to have depopulated this country on the negro race. They got to chewing


cotton roots to keep from giving birth to babies.” 29  Another recalled that she had known women who “got pregnant and didn’t want the baby and the[y] unfixed themselves by taking calomel and turpentine.” 30  Rena Clark, a formerly enslaved woman in Mississippi, told a WPA interviewer that she was an “herb doctor” and could “cure most everything that ails the women folks. When asked how about the men, she said, “I don’t fool wid doctoring no mens. I don’t know nuthin about dere ailments. It always looked lak dey could take care ob dey selves anyhow’. I jist doctors women troubles.” 31

When Daph, a slave on Ferry Hill plantation of Virginia miscarried twins in 1838, the overseer reported that he believed it was deliberate. 32  “Daph miscarried two children this morning.... It is thought she took medicine to produce their distruction.” 33  Whether African-American women shared this information with white women is an intriguing question for further research.

Some masters allowed or even assigned these women the task of tending to the sick and they often labored as midwives, nurses or herb doctors. The women employed at plantation hospitals were expected to care for the sick by closely following the master’s instructions. A former slave in Mississippi recollected that “for chills and fever Old Master would issue medicine. He would give it to the old women, and they would give it to the sick person according to the way Old Master said.” 34  Instructions concerning the work of slave nurses were often written by slaveowners to their overseers or to other slaveowners as a model of efficient plantation management. One described the proper role of the plantation nurse in the following manner:

On every plantation, the sick nurse, or doctor woman, is usually the most intelligent female on the place; and she has full authority under the physician, over the sick. The overseer sends her to all cases and she reports to him; if the cases are slight, he or she (oftener she) prescribes for them - if they are at all serious, the physician is sent for, and at any hour of the night. 35
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The slaveholder generally trusted the ability and experience of these women in caring for ill slaves and did not send for a white doctor unless warranted by a particular type of injury. A broken bone was an example of this type of case. It is not known whether the slave healers did not have the knowledge to set a bone or simply lacked the proper materials.

Midwifery represented another area of ambivalence for physicians. Some doctors felt especially threatened by midwives and quite vocally expressed their displeasure at the continued reliance of southern women on midwives, both white and black. In so doing, however, doctors were at the same time acknowledging that the presence of practicing midwives was significant. In 1855, Dr. R.H. Whitfield of Alabama denounced the “‘almost universal’ employment of ‘negresses’ as midwives.” In New Orleans, a year earlier, a physician argued against African-American midwives while at the same time acknowledging that they were generally successful in their efforts.

The female practitioners are less educated, being chiefly negresses or mulattresses, or foreigners without anatomical, physiological and obstetrical education ... that such uneducated persons should be generally successful is owing to the fact that in a great majority of cases no scientific skill is required, and thus a lucky negress becomes the rival of the most learned obstetrician.36

A Virginia doctor lamented the lack of respect and appreciation given to the professional physician who, he felt, was “underbid by the knave, ... out-stripped by the quack, ... ignored by the State.” He also questioned the practice in Richmond of giving to the master of a slave a license permitting that slave to practice medicine upon any of the good people of the commonwealth who may desire his services, and thereby placing him, as far as the State is concerned, upon the same footing with the man who has spent time, wealth, and talents in trying to fit himself for the arduous and difficult tasks of his calling.37


In warning against the “old women, root doctors, and quacks of all sorts,” this doctor is at the same time alluding to the fact that these “unsavory” caregivers were patronized, and might be considered a potential threat to the medical profession.

Midwives were a very familiar part of childbirth during the antebellum period. In addition to the relationship of contention, slave midwives in the south often had a somewhat professional relationship with doctors. Midwives often made agreements with doctors in which they sent for doctors if faced with a difficult delivery. There was a trend throughout the antebellum years among women of the slaveholding class to prefer doctors. It was not uncommon to have present at birth both a doctor and a midwife. The race of the midwife did not seem to matter very much to southern women and sometimes they seemed to prefer slave women.

Elsey was a slave woman on Alexander Telfair’s Georgian plantation. She served, with Telfair’s approval, as a midwife to both slaves and whites in the neighborhood. The owner of Telfair Plantation instructed his overseer as to how the actions of his slave named Elsey, midwife for both black and white, should be monitored. According to Telfair, a physician should only be sent for in obstetrical cases when “she [Elsey] thinks she can do no more for the sick.” So not only was Elsey a trusted midwife both for other slaves and for whites in the neighborhood, but she possessed a measure of authority not typical of that allotted to most slaves. Nancy Boudry of Georgia was another slave who acted as a midwife to both blacks and whites with the approval of doctors, who even recommended her services. In exchange, she sent for them if she needed assistance with a difficult delivery. Former slave John Mosley recounts an oft-repeated theme of the ex-slave narratives.

When the slave became sick we most time had the best of care take of us. Maser let our old mammy doctor us and she used herbs from the woods. ... Yes if we got a leg or arm broken Maser would have the white doctor with us, but that was about all for our old negro mammy was one of the best doctors in the world with
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Provided they were the ones to make the decision, masters were willing to allow a slave healer to nurse the sick. The obvious way this benefited the slaveholder was financially; they did not have to pay their property. In spite of the expectation of masters that these trusted women would follow their instructions to the letter, enslaved nurses had opportunities to treat as they saw fit. Todd Savitt interprets the practice of these women as a “transitional stage” in which African Americans had an opportunity “to apply some of their own knowledge of herbs, etc., gained from elders, in addition to white remedies.”

Although aged enslaved women were not the only members of the slave community to possess healing knowledge, the fact that they were too old to perform strenuous manual labor in the fields or in the plantation house may have made the master more willing to allow them to practice medicine. One former slave in Louisiana remembers that “The old heads, women too old for field work or work in the big house, usually looked after the sick.” “Ma” Stevens, another former slave, recalls working as a washer until she was too old to continue the same type of work. “When I wuz young an’ went out washin’ I didn’t hab much time tuh cure folks. Den when I git too old tuh work steady I stay home an’ mix up all kind ob charms and’ magic remedies.”

According to historian Deborah Gray White, these aged women healers served masters’ needs but also filled a “crucial role in the slave community.... Their accumulated knowledge delivered one into life, helped one survive it, and sometimes, as can be said of many physicians of the period, hastened one to an early grave. ... And, it was partly through them that a central aspect of black culture - the secret of the herbs - was transmitted.” White emphasized the importance of midwives and other female healers to the slave community. They also performed valuable services for the white community in which they lived.

Status and Influence of Slave Healers
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The position of conjurer was one of particular significance to the slave community. It was also one to which a great deal of status was attached. The amount of this status and the authority it generated was proportional to the amount of belief in the power of the conjurer held by members of the community. According to John Blassingame, only the slave preacher enjoyed as much status among other slaves as did the conjurer. Slaves revered conjurers and preachers because they performed services for other slaves. This respect was seen in the practice of many slaves who bowed when they met a conjurer. Historian Charles Joyner writes that “conjurers made powerful impressions on other slaves. They were said to possess all manner of malign powers.... If they were considered the perpetrators of most misfortunes, they were also highly regarded as healers.” Although he acknowledges that “Not all slaves believed in conjure,” Joyner argues that if conjurers had not served a function on the plantations, they would not have been able to gain and sustain influence over other slaves. Joyner maintains that conjurers functioned as “interpreters of those unobservable spirits whose activities directed everyday life, and as awesome beings whose supernatural powers could be enlisted in the redress of grievances.” Many white contemporaries and recent historians located the belief of conjuration firmly in the realm of superstition. Todd Savitt writes that conjure doctors “used trickery, violence, persuasion, and medical proficiency to gain their reputations among local black communities. They were viewed as healers of illnesses which white doctors couldn’t touch with their medicines, and as perpetrators of sicknesses on any persons they wished - all through ‘spells.’” The theme of the white doctors’ helplessness in the face of conjuration is a common one. Folklorist David H. Brown suggests that in addition to their “cultural unpreparedness” to deal with the effects of a conjure, white doctors may have been ill equipped in another way. They may also have been unfamiliar with certain plant and animal poisons that conjurers typically used and whose symptoms in patients only conjurers recognized.
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Even the contemporaries of nineteenth-century conjurers who lamented the “trickery” of conjurers recognized the extreme sway many of them held over the slave community. Former slave Henry Clay Bruce claimed that he had known of conjurers who were so successful in convincing other slaves of their powers that they “believed and feared them almost beyond their masters.” Cynical of conjurers’ powers, Bruce explained that conjurers used natural ingredients such as “roots, seeds, barks, insects,” to dupe the unsuspecting slave with their “queer ways of mixing things to make it appear mysterious.” Bruce recalled cases in which African Americans were ill and “imagined themselves tricked or poisoned by some one.” In spite of the efforts of white doctors, “the patients, believing themselves poisoned and therefore incurable, have died.” He rather belatedly suggested that the white doctor should have claimed to be a conjurer and “proceeded to doctor his patient’s mind.”

Whether or not this would have had the desired effect is unknown, but sometimes these beliefs of slaves influenced white physicians to respond directly to the beliefs of slaves and attempt to discredit the slave healers, particularly powerful conjure doctors. One case of this took place on a sugar plantation on the coast of Louisiana following an outbreak of cholera in which forty slaves had already died. The physician in charge took 300 slaves, some of whom were sick and some who were not, to a secluded spot where they set up camp. He then ordered that the conjurers, who, according to him, had told the other slaves that cholera would kill them all, be “called up, stripped, greased with fat bacon in presence of the whole camp.” According to the physician, this humiliating display was a success in that it “drove the cholera out of the heads of all who had been conjured into the belief that they were to die with the disease, because it broke the charm of the conjurers by converting them, ... into subjects for ridicule and laughter, instead of fear and veneration.” This cruel and unusual event exemplifies the extraordinary measures to which slaveowners and physicians were willing to go in order to counter the influence of conjurers. The physician alleged that there were no further cases of cholera, but he did not comment on the extent to which conjurers were still venerated and/or feared upon their return to the plantation.

A less dramatic example, of a white physician who changed his method of treatment to suit his patients, took place on another plantation in Louisiana, whose inhabitants were stricken with typhoid dysentery. The physician’s usual treatments did not have the desired effect. The
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physician resolved to do something different since treating the slaves as he would treat whites did not seem to work. So he “removed them from the plantation grounds into the woods where he tried to impress upon them ‘an imitation of savage life.’”60 He proceeded to treat them with “elixir vitriol, sulphate of soda, slippery-elm water and prickly-pear tea.”61 These two cases suggest that antebellum southern physicians were willing to alter their methods of treatment in order to keep the business of slaveholders.

Among slaves, herb or root doctors were respected and regarded with affection. One indication of their influence was the frequent complaint of owners and physicians that slaves followed the medical advice of black root doctors rather than white physicians. One South Carolina doctor “complained that his prescriptions were thrown out the window and March’s [conjure doctor] concoctions were taken in their stead.”62 Another slaveholder had a similar reproach. He said that slaves would either simply refuse to take their medicine or would instead “take some concoction in repute among the old African beldames in the ‘quarters,’ by which they are sickened if well, and made worse if ill.”63 African Americans and whites who consulted with slave healers clearly had more confidence in the abilities of the slave healers to effect a cure. A lack of confidence in white, regular physicians may have contributed to this. Unlike the hired white doctors, slave healers ministered to more than the bodies of their sick patients. Herbalists were common on plantations. Gus Smith remembers his grandfather as an “old fashioned herb doctor.” “Everybody knew him in dat country and he doctored among de white people, one of de best doctors of his kind. He went over thirty miles around to people who sent for him. He was seldom at home. Lots of cases dat other doctors gave up, he went and raised them. He could cure anything.” In fact, Smith’s grandfather once cured him “when other doctors had given up on him.”64 Irena Blocker recalled a slave woman whose remedies “brought ailing people of all races to the door of Aunt Penny, many to die after their arrival and many more through the ministrations of the good old doctor were cured of their ills and enabled [sic] to return to their homes to sing the praises of this colored medicine woman.”65 Since slaves were not able to
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advertise their services, information about their successes was spread in the white community by satisfied customers and others with first-hand knowledge of their effective remedies. Whites, as well as slaves, were likely to seek the services of slave healers.

Some slaveholders first sent for a physician and only if he failed did they seek the services of a slave healer. Jake Terriell of Texas recalled that “If the doctor, he couldn’t do anything, master would send and get old black mammy.”66 One extreme example is seen in a two-year old slave boy in Mississippi who was very sick. Two white physicians decided they could do nothing further to cure him and predicted that he would die. The boy’s owner told the child’s grandmother that if she could cure him, she could have him. So “she took him and carefully nursed him back to health.” The master was true to his word and from then on, the child “was her own and lived with her in her cabin and ‘de quarters.”67 This may indicate a sense of desperation of the part of the slaveowner. It may also indicate a slaveowner willing to attempt to provide a cure he did not himself understand.

Slaveholders sometimes afforded a special status to slaves. This status often took the form of protection from the harsh treatment that marked the experiences of many slaves. Former slave Mary Rahls remembered, “My mammy was a doctor w’at wait on de women folks ‘n’ Marse Jim ain’ ‘low nobody t’ whip ‘er.”68 Conjurers were also afforded this same kind of status. “Dinkie,” of Poplar farm plantation, was an enslaved conjurer who apparently was given favored treatment. According to William Wells Brown, “No one interfered with him. Dinkie hunted, slept, was at the table at meal times, roamed through the woods, went to the city, and returned when he pleased. Everybody treated him with respect.”69 Healers like Dinkie may have been given special treatment solely out of respect or because slaveholders feared the conjurer’s ability to use their supernatural powers against the owner and his family.

Slave healers can be seen as the embodiment of African American medical knowledge. For every slave healer with specialized healing abilities, there were many others with a core knowledge of remedies and cures. References to enslaved healers who treated white patients in addition to other slaves abound in the ex-slave narratives which contain many accounts of these inter-racial encounters. Slaveholder records corroborate these descriptions. Of her grandmother from North Carolina, one former slave had this to say. “She was a midwife. She doctored the rich white and

66 Jake Terriell interview, Rawick, suppl. 2, vol. 9.8, Texas, 3775.
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Another interviewer summarized the memories of a former slave by recording “Rena says she has acted as midwife ever since she was fifteen years old and has ‘done brought a passel’ of babies into this world. She says she has attended both white and colored for over fifty years.”

Mildred Graves of Virginia also remembered caring for the sick and acting as a midwife. She spoke of the attitude towards her and her abilities held by white doctors and patients.

Whenever any o’ de white folks ‘round Hanover was goin’ to have babies dey always got word to Mr. Tinsley dat dey want to hire me fer dat time. Sho he let me go - twas money fer him, you know. One night Mrs. Leake sent fer me ... I went ‘an when I got dare she had two doctors f’om Richmond, but dey won’t doin’ nothin’ fer her. Something was very wrong wid Mrs. Leake dey say, an’ dey want to call another doctor - min’ you, dere was two dere already. I tol’ dem I could bring her ‘roun’, but dey laugh at me an’ say, “Get back darkie, we mean business an’ don’t any witch doctors or hoodoo stuff.” Mrs. Leake heard dem an’ she said ‘tween pains she want me; so dey said if you want her fer your doctor we would go. I stayed an’ wuked f’om about one o’clock to eight o’clock. I tell you dat was de toughes’ case I ever had. I did ev’thing I knowed an’ somethings I didn’t know. I don’t know how I done it, but anyway a son was born dat mornin’ an’ dat boy lived. ... Even de doctors dat had call me bad names said many praise fer me.

Although initially skeptical of Graves’ healing ability and knowledge, physicians were forced to give her some credit when a patient they basically gave up on recovered following Graves’ treatment.

Slaveholders and physicians alike acknowledged the benefits of utilizing the services of slave healers. One slaveholder wrote in a letter to another that “Kitty cured 39 out of 40 cases” of scarlet fever “by giving little medicine but snake root tea and saffron tea and rubbing [the] body all over with old bacon skin.” John Hamilton, in Louisiana provided testament in a letter to his
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slaveholder brother of the benefits of relying on female slaves. “I am sorry to learn that you have been unfortunate with the Negroes. Your doctors are rather a rough set - they give too much medicine. It is seldom that I call in a physician. We Doctor upon the old woman slave and have first-rate luck.”

There may also have been others who considered the healing services of slaves so commonplace that they did not feel they were worth mentioning in their writings.

Although his official position was as a coachman, “Brother Tom,” owned by Robert Carter, was known for his healing abilities and was in demand throughout the neighborhood. According to a letter from a neighboring slaveholder, “The black people at this place hath more faith in him as a doctor than any white doctor; and as I wrote you in a former letter I cannot expect you to lose your man’s time, etc., for nothing, but am quite willing to pay for same.”

Carter himself once sent an ailing slave named Guy to another African-American healer owned by William Berry of King George County. Carter wrote to Berry in June 1786 that Guy was “very desirous of becoming a Patient of Negroe David” and Carter wanted him to stay at Berry’s house “to be under the care & direction of David” and for David to observe “the operation of the first [dose of] medicine.”

The two slaveholders involved in these transactions clearly violated a 1748 law that forbade slaves from practicing medicine. Based on ex-slave testimony, this dependence on slave healers continued into the antebellum period.

After a lifetime of healing experience, Sybella Harris was consulted by local physicians who wished to draw on her expertise. “It is her boast that when any of her white folks are ill now, the family Doctor requests that she at least come to the bedside and tell the others what to do.”

Charlotte Mitchell Martin began to attract attention for her herbal cures after emancipation. “Doctors sought her out when they were stumped by difficult cases.” One nineteenth-century enslaved healer in Tennessee known as Doctor Jack was so popular among white patients that they “petitioned the state legislature to allow him to practice medicine.”

There are many
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possible explanations as to why some physicians were more willing than others to learn from slaves. Some doctors probably did not believe that a slave was capable of possessing beneficial knowledge, while others not only believed that they were, but were secure enough of their position in the profession not to consider slave doctors a threat. Scientific curiosity of some physicians may also have played a role.

Unfortunately, just a few detailed accounts of meetings between white doctors and enslaved patients exist; parallel records of exchanges between white patients and enslaved practitioners are lacking as well. One of the few accounts of a session with an African-American practitioner, in this case a conjure doctor, is recounted by historian Mechal Sobel in the article, “Personal Ethics in a Slave Society.” James Potter Collins, a white Revolutionary war veteran from South Carolina, became ill in October of 1802. Collins consulted with a series of prominent, regular physicians who were all unsuccessful in their attempts to cure him. Finally, after the most recent in the series had treated Collins for three weeks, the young doctor had a private conversation with Collins. “He ... asked me if I had ever heard of what was called African poison, or was called by some, tricking. I told him I had often heard of it, but was altogether an unbeliever.”

As the doctor explained,

We medical men reject the doctrine as an absurdity, and indeed it is against our interest to admit it, and that there are few who believed it, but a man may be convinced against his own judgment. Dr. Shelton and myself have had three cases exactly the same as yours, and failed in all, and two of the men got perfectly cured very simply, by applying to an old African and are now both well and hearty men.

Collins decided to take the doctor’s advice and later described the encounter in his autobiography.

After viewing me a short time, he began to consult his oracle, ephod, or whatever name you might choose to give it, for I have none. I asked no questions, neither did he; I felt a little sullen, thinking it would turn out to be mere balderdash. He began by telling of past events; in this he somewhat surprised me, for he told me a number of facts that it was impossible for any person but myself to know any thing about, not even my wife knew anything about them; at length he told what the doctor had predicted and what was the cause, and how it had been conducted. After he had done it, it was as plain as Daniel told Nebuchadnezzar’s dream; he then performed some kind of spell or charm to prevent, as he said, any further

progress of the complaint, and told me that if I would stay some ten or twelve
days, he would cure me; that he could not do it in a shorter time unless he could
go home with me, and in that case it would not take him over three hours.82

After this encounter, Collins was still skeptical about the healer’s ability and left the next day. At home, still not well and still in doubt, he took the advice of his employer and saw another African-American healer. “I got some better but did not like the negro or his master thinking
them both to be knaves.”83 Because of these feelings, Collins stopped treatment. Two years later, he made another attempt, unsuccessfully, to be cured by a prominent physician in North Carolina. At about this time he met a man

thought to be a man of truth [who] began to make some strange statements about
a negro that lived in his neighborhood. ... He stated among a number of things, that
he had performed many cures, ... I went on and tried the cure. The method of
performing it was somewhat similar to the one attempted upon me by Gilbert and
his negro, as described ... with this exception, that I complied literally with the
instructions of the magician, or whatever he might be termed, and however strange
it may appear to others, I was entirely cured.84

Whether or not whites could be conjured is an obvious question to take away from a reading of Collins’ ordeal. Although slaves often enlisted conjurers’ help in changing the attitude or
behavior of their owners, the results of these experiments were doubtful.85 According to some,
only blacks could be conjured. Perhaps more important than skin color, however, was belief in
the power of conjure. It seems likely that whites who believed in conjure could be affected by it
as well.86 Whites who held this belief may have been convinced as children, upon hearing of
conjure stories.87 Julie E. Harn, a white Georgian woman writes of being influenced as a child by
African Americans. “So firm a hold upon the youthful mind have the things we learned in

84 Sobel, “Treat People Right,” 68.
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childhood, few of those brought up with Negro nurses are really free of every vestige of superstition.\textsuperscript{88}

Collins, throughout his ordeal, saw not one but three African American healers. In the end he was persuaded that he had been tricked and with the help of an African American healer, he was cured. Not only was he convinced of the healer’s ability, but he was referred to the African-American healers by reputable white physicians. Collins’ tale is a good example of the black/white interaction and influence that was a common feature of medical encounters in the antebellum South.

On occasion, a slaveholder visited an African-American healer on behalf of his slave. James L. Smith recalls in his autobiography the time another slave attempted to poison his father, Charles. Smith was a child at the time. When his father became ill after drinking from a whiskey bottle offered to him by a slave named Cella, the master was sent for.

My master, seeing in what a critical condition he was, sent for a white doctor, who came, and gave father some medicine. He grew worse every time he took the medicine. There was an old colored doctor who lived some ten miles off. Some one told Bill Guttridge [slaveowner] that he had better see him, and perhaps, he could tell what was the matter with my father. Bill Guttridge went to see this colored doctor. The doctor looked at his cards, and told him that his Charles was poisoned, and even told him who did it, and her motive for doing it.... The doctor gave Guttridge a bottle of medicien [sic], and told him to return in haste, and give father a dose of it. He did so.\textsuperscript{89}

Although impossible to ascertain Guttridge’s opinion of the African-American practitioner he consulted, Guttridge saw that the white doctor’s cures were not working and chose to interact personally with an African American healer in an attempt to heal his valuable slave. Smith’s father eventually partially recovered, but was unable to work.

Although rare in the nineteenth-century, some African Americans received instruction in orthodox medicine and were considered “real” doctors. They did not receive medical degrees, but were allowed to practice medicine. James Durham was one of the first of these African-American doctors in the United States to practice regular medicine.\textsuperscript{90} He was born a slave and owned by


\textsuperscript{90} He is listed as James Derham in some accounts.
various physicians who instructed him in the practice of medicine. Freed just before his twenty-first birthday, Durham went on to a successful career in medicine in New Orleans. During a visit to Philadelphia in 1788, Durham met the prominent physician Benjamin Rush who was so impressed with Durham’s knowledge and abilities that Durham was the subject of a November 14, 1788 letter from Rush to the Pennsylvania Abolition Society in which he alludes to learning from Durham. “I have conversed with him upon most of the acute and epidemic diseases of the country where he lives, and was pleased to find him perfectly acquainted with the modern simple mode of practice in those diseases. I expected to have suggested some new medicines to him, but he suggested many more to me.”

Durham and Rush corresponded between 1789 and 1802. The letters from Durham hint at the methods he used in his practice. Although he was trained as a regular physician and practiced as one, Durham may also have used his position to employ more traditional African-American methods as well. In a May 1789 letter, Durham stated, “I want to send you some medical plants, but it is not the season to dig them up, but I send [word missing] the first opportunity.” The fact that he did not name the plants suggests that Rush may not have been familiar with them. In a letter dated October 18 [date on original not readable], Durham wrote of a yellow fever epidemic with which he was dealing. “And Sir I am happy to tell you that I have been very successful for out of fifty that fell under my care I have lost but six as yet which is less than all the other doctors have and I will send you my [word faded on manuscript] mode of treatment that I have adopted for I have no time just now.” Whether or not Durham’s greater success can be attributed to remedies informed by an African tradition is not clear. Although Durham was formally trained in the methods of a regular practitioner and probably practiced as one most of the time, evidence suggests that he may have employed other types of treatments as well.

Whether or not whites accepted that slaves could be effective healers, many did believe they could effectively harm their patients. For some the belief that African Americans were medically knowledgeable compounded their fear. Throughout the antebellum period, slaves and free blacks were frequently credited with (or blamed for) the knowledge, ability and tendency to poison others, particularly whites, under the guise of administering medicines. A diagnosis of poison, of course, could serve a doctor’s interests if he was unable to discern any other cause of illness or death. Rather than admit defeat, a doctor could blame slaves and their poisons for the deaths of anyone under the care of slaves.
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Slave healers offered a viable alternative to the white doctors who represented the nineteenth-century medical establishment, for whites as well as African Americans. The reliance of whites on slave healers is clear. Genovese suggests that the reason so many whites looked upon slave doctors favorably was because of the deficiencies of the white medical system. This, no doubt, was a contributing factor. Whites also turned to slave healers because they were pleased with the quality of care and the effective results they provided. Slaveowners benefited from using their slaves as healers because they did not have to pay them and, in fact, they sometimes profited by hiring them out to others. The nature of slavery marked the complex relationship of African Americans and whites; healers and patients. Contrasting emotions of trust and suspicion characterized these medical interactions between African Americans and whites.